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Coaching Tips:
There are some important tips that will make your first time as a soccer coach a pleasant one
for players, parents, and most of all you.
1. Have FUN! Have a good time and make it FUN for the players. A coach’s interaction
with the players should always be positive and the more the coach engages with the kids,
the more they will respond.
2. Be FAIR. Being fair is very important too. It is a coach’s job to make sure each player
has equal playing time, make sure players play each position, and be sure to include
everyone.
3. Be POSITIVE. Being positive includes every interaction with players, parents, officials,
and other coaches. It’s always good to set this standard at the beginning of the year so
that your parents and players are all on the same wave length.
4. Ask for Parent Involvement. At the beginning of the year, ask for parent assistance
during practice. This will help get parents involved with their child’s play and will help
you reduce the player/coach ratio. This is especially helpful in younger players. For
young players, try to keep the ratio about 4 kids to each coach. As the kids get older, the
ratio can grow as much as 8 kids for each coach. This ratio will depend greatly on your
kid’s age and skill.
5. Focus on TEAMWORK. As a coach, you often will have one or two star players on
your team. It is important to grow these players and make them even stronger players;
however, it is important to focus on teamwork to get the work done.
6. Set GROUND RULES. Before the season starts, meet with the team and parents and
establish the ground rules. You will want to cover things such as:
o sideline behavior – make sure they know they are welcome to cheer, but it is up to
the coach and the assistant to do the coaching;
o have players arrive to practice and games on time;
o notify the coach if absent or late to game or practice;
o players are to sit with the team while not in the game;
7. Know what to practice. As a new coach, it is hard to come up with games that are
appropriate for that level of player. Make sure you are playing small-sided games with
younger kids which will focus on game-like situations. Also, make sure you prepare
properly and have everything you need to coach soccer.
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Making a Lesson Plan:
When making a lesson plan remember the following points:













Design your session for no the number of players on the team.
Make sure your drills and activities are age specific.
Design activities to flow from simple to complex – add elements of the game as you
progress.
Design session to include:
1. Warm-up.
2. Small-sided activity (4v2 keep away).
3. Expanded small-sided activity, with discretion.
4. 6v6 (5v5 plus keepers) to two large goals.
Use progression for teaching techniques or tactics as a guide for planning session.
Use the appropriate space on the lesson plan to diagram your activity, describe the
organization and list the key coaching points.
Include the objectives of the game or exercise and the method of scoring.
If using restrictions, make sure they are applicable to your objective and topic.
Include the general dimensions for the playing area – you should be prepared to adjust
the size during your session if needed.
Use the area of the field that is most applicable to your topic if possible to provide a
clearer reference for your players.
Make sure your activities are realistic to the game.

When diagramming, remember the following points:





Keep diagrams simple.
Use a straight line for a pass – a dotted line for a run – a scribbled line for a dribble.
Indicate size of the area on lesson plan next to diagram.
Indicate neutral players with an N.

Make sure your practice makes sense:






Does it look like soccer?
Will your players understand where the practice fits in the game?
Are the objectives you set for the players to achieve realistic?
Are your instructions clear and to the point?
Does the activity or practice bring out the actual elements of the game?
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How to Evaluate and Teach:
Team and player evaluation is a large part of being a successful soccer coach. From evaluating
team and players abilities, we are able to focus in on our team’s strengths and weaknesses and
structure our training sessions around these findings. Evaluating a team should be done at all
events, and is easiest done in match situations, or even better when done during training
sessions.
One of the most constructive ways to evaluate a team or team of players is to use “Free Play”.
Free Play allows coaches to quickly and easily evaluate the level of competency, creativity and
commitment of each player. With that being said, free play is one of the easiest and most
effective ways to evaluate players’ capabilities. Basically "Free Play" is where players play
without restrictions or very limited restrictions on time and space. Players are simply given a
general direction on what they should accomplish, and are then left to play on their own while
the coach evaluates the play.
During Free Play, players should be encouraged to work hard and players will develop their
natural abilities and allows players to become more creative. This time will be very productive
for both player and coach and will avoid wasteful time spent organizing lines, keeping players
attention, and time spent setting up drills. During this time, the coach should be looking for
particular breakdowns in play and coach’s observational powers will increase as they are forced
to isolate individual action in a group.
As a coach, it is your job to provide an environment for teaching players how to solve match
problems. In many situations there are many options to solve the problem, and it's up to the
coach to recognize these options and express them to the players. To teach players how to solve
match problems the coach will need to set up training sessions that are close to match conditions.
The training sessions should be set up as the players can repeatedly execute a specific skill, tactic
or combination of each to solve the match problems. As a coach, you should start simple and
progress to a more complex situation (static to dynamic).
When setting up the practice sessions, make sure you take into consideration the players’ age and
skill level. When talking to kids the coach should always remember to communicate in a
language that is appropriate to the age of the players and the coach should not use complex
terminology that is not understood by the players. Make sure each player is aware of the drill
objective (reason for drill) which will allow the players to internalize the skill or tactic being
taught. The coach should make sure he has prepared a session that allows each group to be easily
manageable with restrictions and consequences appropriate for the players. As much as possible
the coach should try to achieve match-like situations and the coach should step in at times for
correcting players and giving coaching points. The coach should always reevaluate the players
and training session to make sure the players are getting the appropriate skill or tactic and are
able to transfer the training session to the game.
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So when it comes to teaching players the game, there are some steps to take to become a more
effective coach. These steps are:
1. State the tactical or technical objective you are trying to accomplish
2. Demonstrate the skill or drill
3. Involve all players and let all players try it
4. Analyze the level of play and skills being used by players.
5. Evaluate effort, commitment and continue evaluating play.
Please remember that as a coach it is up to you to communicate individual instructions clearly
and to use ethical psychological motivation. These are our kids, and a little word of
encouragement impacts a player much more than a degrading or embarrassing words.
Key Points Coaching Girls and Boys:

Coaching Boys Soccer






Intense Motivational Techniques work well
Coach should focus on the individuals rather than the team.
Encouragement is not always expected.
More distance relationship between the coach and players
Can handle longer more intense training sessions

Coaching Girls Soccer






People oriented, democratic approach works best
Coach should focus on the relationships among players
Encouragement from the coach is a necessity
More interaction between coach and players
Shorter training sessions

Coaching Sandwich Method:
Giving Feedback
• Coaching is about changing beliefs and behaviors
• Connecting on an emotional level and maintaining an environment of trust is vital
• Coaching involves reinforcing positive beliefs/behaviors
• Simultaneously challenging negative beliefs/behaviors
• Reinforcing positive behaviors creates an environment of trust
• Also strengthens the emotional connections between individuals
• Never start, or end, a coaching conversation with a negative tone
• Feedback should be both positive and negative
• Your team should never dread or fear feedback sessions
• When delivering the negative feedback, present it with a vision of tomorrow
• What could tomorrow look like if the feedback were implemented?
• Present the feedback in a way that the recipient feels valued and appreciated
• People are different and will require different styles
• Be specific (using examples) and timely (give feedback today)
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Reinforce→ Challenge→ Reinforce
Positive→ Negative→ Positive
Practice Plans:
Skill Development
1. Dribbling
2. Passing
3. Receiving
4. Possession
5. Shooting
6. Crossing/Finishing
7. Defending
8. Attacking
9. Small Sided Games
10. Goalkeeping
11. Fitness

DRIBBLING:
Drill Objective:
Here is an activity that works on speed dribbling and also getting the ball under control after
dribbling with speed.
Drill Setup:
Start with a 40-yard field with a 5-yard “buffer zone” on each end. If there are 15 players at a
practice have 12 players start on the end line, each with a ball. The other 3 players start 5 yards
back without a ball.
Drill Instructions:
When the coach tells them all to start, the 12 players with the balls try to dribble at full speed
down to the other end line and get three touches on the ball in the far buffer zone. The 3 other
players are trying to stop them by either winning the ball, playing
the ball away or knocking the ball over the end line. If the players
with the ball are able to control the ball in the opposite buffer
zone with three touches on the ball, they get to go again in the
next round. If the players with the ball lose the ball, they join the
defenders in the next round. The last player with a ball wins.
With 15 players you can play this game 5 times to have each
player have a chance starting as a defensive player and each
player has 4 chances starting as an attacking player.
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Drill Coaching Points:
Not only doesn’t this activity work on speed dribbling but also it’s great for shielding, turns,
change of pace and direction, as well as excellent fitness work.
Drill Objective:
This drill will focus on the attacking in number down situations and will mainly encourage
players to dribble, take players on, shielding and vision to find the open goal. Defensively this
drill encourages players to stay aware of their defensive shape and tackling players on the
dribble.
Drill Setup:
In a triangular shape, set three 2yrd goals approximately 15-20 yards apart. With three players,
instruct each player to defend a certain goal. These players can score on any of the other two
goals.
Drill Instructions:
Goals must be scored by “Dribbling” through the goal and will not count if passed through the
gate. This will encourage the players to take on the defenders quickly to get in behind them to
score the goal.
Drill Coaching Points:




On the attacking player, encourage the players to dribble at players with speed with the
intent to get to the space behind the defenders.
Make sure players are looking up trying to find the most venerable goal.
Defensively encourage players to stay aware of their positioning and recover quickly
when transitioning from offensive to defense.

Drill Variations:
* Remove the disc cone gates and give each player one 9" tall cones. This cone will serve as the
goal. Now Instruct players to knock over the cone to score the goal. This will encourage players
to pass the ball into the cone and focus on passing accuracy.
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Drill Objective:
1 v 1 to Goal is a great soccer drill to improve goal scoring. This drill focuses on beating the last
defender, staying in control of the ball and finishing with a good shot on goal.
Drill Setup:
Create a 12 X 5 yard grid just inside the penalty box and assign 1 defender to this grid. Have a
goalkeeper play in the goal. Place a cone 7 or 8 yards outside the grid where the remaining
players must start with a ball.
Drill Instructions:
The defenders job is to stop the attackers from getting through the grid and out the other side
while being restricted to only defending within the grid. The attacker’s role is to simply beat the
defender and get a shot on goal. The attacker must attack out the back of the cones and not out
the sides of the grid. Rotate the defenders every 1 to 2 minutes.
Drill Coaching Points:




Good Control and keeping the ball close.
Good Shot on Goal.
Beating the defender with speed.

Drill Variations:


If the attacking player is stopped by the defender, the attacker quickly becomes a
defender attempting to stop the next attacker in line.
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Drill Objective:
This 5v5 soccer dribbling game is more of a realistic setting to help focus on improving dribbling
skills. Because of the large number of players, players are forced to make decisions to dribble,
pass, or shoot.
Drill Setup:
Create a grid that is 30X40 yards. Divide in to two teams of 5 field players and 1 goalkeeper.
Create a goal on each goal line, or use two Pugg Goals on each end line.
Drill Instructions:
Players play a 5v5 game with the restriction that the attacking player with the ball must first beat
a defender before he can pass or shoot. This restriction will encourage attackers to dribble and
take on defenders.
Drill Coaching Points:




Encourage players to take on defenders.
Remind players to make a good approach, change direction and change pace.
Players must make decisions to dribble, pass or shoot.

Drill Variations:
Remove restrictions and play a normal 5v5 game.
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PASSING:
Drill Objective:
This passing warm-up drill is a great soccer drill to help with timing and striking a ball while
checking in to a pass.
Drill Setup:
Create 3 lines 5 yards apart with the cones lined up between the 3 lines. Divide your team into
groups of two with 1 ball per group. Players will start on each of the outside lines, one player is
working and one player is playing into the working player.
Drill Instructions:
Both players start on the outside line. The non-working player passes the ball into the working
player. The working player checks-in towards the middle cone, receives the ball just outside the
middle cone, and plays the ball back into the non-working player. The working player then
backpedals to the outside line where they began, and repeats this motion 10 times before
switching partners.
Change how the receiving touch is performed:
1. Have the receiving touch with inside of foot across the body and pass with the inside of
the opposite foot
2. Have the receiving touch with the outside of the foot to the outside of the same foot and
return the pass with the inside of the foot.
3. Play in 1-touch with the inside of the foot alternating right and left foot.
4. Play in 1-touch with the outside of the foot alternating right and left foot.
Drill Coaching Points:



Receive the ball with the proper surface of the foot. If receiving with the inside of the
foot, the toe should be slightly lifted and the heel slightly down.
When receiving with the inside of the foot make sure the tow is turned inwards towards
the plant foot.
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Drill Objective:
The purpose of this soccer passing drill is to focus on players angle of support, weight of passes
and quality of 1st touch.
Drill Setup:
Create a grid approximately 12x12 or 10x10 yards depending on the skill level of the players.
Put 2 defensive players inside the grid in one color and the remaining 5 players along the outside
of the grid. Make sure you have a good supply of soccer balls to keep the drill flowing.
Drill Instructions:
Instruct the 2 defensive players to stay inside the grid and attempt to break up any passes from
the 5 outside players. Outside players play keep away from the 2 inside players in attempt to
complete 10 consecutive passes.
Drill Coaching Points:
Coach should focus on: Angle of support, angle of passes, weight of passes, quality of 1st touch,
playing on toes and early support as well as good communication.
Drill Variations:
Limit the outside players touch to 2 touch.
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Drill Objective:
The Four Corners Passing Game is a great soccer drill to focus on passing, changing the point of
the attack, and timing of runs and passes.
Drill Setup:
Create four grids that are about 5x5 yard grids and set them about 40X40 yards apart on all
sides. Split the group into two teams and put one team in an alternate color.
Drill Instructions:
Instruct the teams to pass among their team to keep possession while attempting to score a point
by passing the ball to a teammate that is inside one of the smaller grids. The teams can score in
any of the corners, however, they cannot score in the same corner twice in a row.
Drill Coaching Points:





Focus on the weight and accuracy of the passing
Make sure players without the ball are supporting the player with the ball at all times
Make sure the timing of the runs and timing of the pass are in sync.
Make sure players change the point of attack and are not forcing passes into congested
areas

Drill Variations:



Do not allow players to stand inside the grids waiting for a pass. Instead, instruct the
players to work on timing of the runs and timing of the pass to connect inside the grid.
Change the scoring rule to where the goal is scored only when a give and go is performed
with the player that is in the grid.
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RECEVING:
Drill Objective:
This soccer warm-up drill focuses on passing and receiving and can be used for players 9 years
and older. It's a good drill that can be tweaked to focus on any types of passing or receiving
skills.
Drill Setup:
Build a grid approximately 20 yards by 20 yards. Split up the team in two even teams with one
team on the outside of the square and the other teammates inside the square. Every player on the
outside of the grid should have a ball. The players inside the square will be working.
Drill Instructions:
The players inside the grid will move inside the square and check to any of the players along the
outside of the grid and calling their name. The player on the outside plays a ball into the player
who quickly returns the ball back to that player in one touch. Have the players work for 1
minute and switch inside and outside groups.
Drill Coaching Points:
o

Focus on good solid passes and a good controlled first touch.

Drill Variations:
o

o

o

Players must have a touch with the inside of the foot before returning the ball to the
outside player. Can also have the player make a touch with the outside of the foot before
playing the ball back.
Have the outside players pick the ball up in their hands and play balls into the inside
players. The inside players can go through the following skills: Inside foot volley, top of
the foot volley, thigh volley, chest volley, headers, etc.
Have the players work 30 seconds at a comfortable speed, and 30 seconds at full speed
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Drill Objective:
This soccer drill is a great warm-up to sessions relating to speed of play. Players must have a
good grasp of basic passing and receiving skills to successfully execute this soccer drill.
Drill Setup:
Create a 30X40 grid. Divide the team into even groups of 6 players per group (each group in
different color pennies). Number the players 1 through 6; the ball should start with players 1 and
4 to start the warm-up.
Drill Instructions:
Follow the progression below after working on a step for 5-7 minutes. You can spend more or
less time on an area depending on the players and players might not be able to complete all of
the warm-up. With the players spread out inside the grid randomly and intermingled, perform
the following progression:
1. Players should pass to the next highest number upon receiving the ball. So #1 passes to
#2; #2 passes to #3; #3 passes to #4; … finally #6 passes to #1 and the warm-up
continues.
2. Next, reverse the pattern where #6 plays to #5, #5 passes to #4; etc.
3. Next, players play to odd players if they are odd numbers and even players play to even
numbers. For Example, #1 passes to #3, #3 passes to #5, etc… and #2 passes to #4, #4
passes to #6, etc…
4. Decrease the number of touches to make the speed of play faster by demanding quicker
thought process.
5. Limit the verbal communication by limiting the number of words the players can speak.
For example, only let then say one word. So player #1 might ask for player #2 by saying
“TWO”.
6. Lastly, only allow non-verbal communication such as hand clapping, pointing, eye
contact, etc.
Drill Coaching Points:





Encourage players to think a step ahead and
know who the ball is coming from and who
the ball is going to at all times.
Encourage proper passing and receiving
skills.
Movement without the ball is crucial as
players attempt to get in triangular shapes.
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Drill Objective:
This soccer receiving drill will focus on chest, thigh, and fast traps and control. This teaches
players to turn, shield, or play the way they are facing when their back is to goal.
Drill Setup:
Create a grid approximately 20X30 yards with an 8 yard goal on the end line. A server (player
1) starts at the top of the grid with the attacker (player 2) about 5 yards in front of the goal
facing the server. Have the defender (player 3) start at the corner of the end line near the goal.
Drill Instructions:
The server (player 1) plays a ball into the attacker (player 2). The defender (player 3)
immediately puts the attacker (player 2) under pressure. The attacker must check in (move
towards the ball being passed to him) and make a decision to: a) turn and beat the defender
(1v1) and have a shot on goal. b) play the ball back to the server and play 2v1.
Drill Coaching Points:


Introduce additional players

Drill Variations:






Good control and turn, shield or pass back to the server.
Quick control and movement forward.
First touch is into space away from advancing player.
controlling player must decide to dribble or pass
make sure player is controlling the ball properly
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POSSESSION:
Drill Objective:
This soccer drill focuses on both possession and penetration. It will help teaching communication
and switching the point of attack to keep possession and penetrate the defense.
Drill Setup:
Create a 10 x 20 grid with a midway line. Have two yellow players in one section along with
one red player. In the other section have one yellow and one red player.
Drill Instructions:
The two yellow players play keep away while the red player tries to win the ball. After X
Number of passes (X can be anything from 3-5 depending on level of play) the two yellow
players try to find their teammate in the other section who is making runs to get open while the
red player tries to prevent this pass from being played successfully. When the ball is played into
the yellow player, one of the yellow teammates may join them in that section and they then
begin playing 2 v 1 in that section until X number of passes are completed at which point they
try to play the ball back into the original starting section.
Do this for two minutes and then rotate the players so everyone gets to play offense and defense.
Drill Coaching Points:
o
o
o
o

Get a look up to the person in the other section every time.
Try to receive the ball with the body opened up to the field whenever possible.
Play the ball to the correct foot in order for the player to receive the ball opened up.
Communicate every time to make sure someone goes over into the other section upon
successful penetration.

Drill Variations:
o

To get more success, you can start with
a 3 v 1 in one section and 1 v 1 in the
other or even 3 v 1 and 2 v 1.
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Drill Objective:
This 3v1 game will focus on keeping possession in a tight space. Work on passing, decision
making, movement on and off the ball as well as improve communication.
Drill Setup:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create a grid that is approximately 10X10 yards.
Split players into groups of 6.
Place 3 players inside the grid as attackers in an alternate jersey.
The remaining 3 players line up as defenders behind one corner cone with the supply of
balls.

Drill Instructions:
1. The first defender passes a ball into the 3 attackers.
2. The defender immediately step into the grid and become the defender creating a 3v1
inside the grid.
3. The 3 attackers attempt to put together as many passes as possible.
4. The attackers continue passing until the defender wins the ball, or the ball is knocked out
of play.
5. Once the play is dead, the next defender plays into the same 3 attackers, and play
resumes.
Drill Coaching Points:










Focus on the quality of passes such as weight, pace, accuracy.
A well timed run facing the passing direction will assure a more accurate pass.
The players must communicate with each other to make the game easier.
Players must concentrate on making runs off the ball.
Encourage players to play in 1 or 2 touches.
Good passes to feet
Good first touch towards space
Good decision making (make play easy)
Speed of play/decisions

Drill Variations:


Adjust grid (larger grid = easier for
attackers but harder for defenders;
smaller grid = harder for attackers but
easier for defenders)
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Drill Objective:
This 2v2+4 soccer drill will focus on passing, possession, and combination play. This is a great
small sided soccer game when you want to perfect composure of players in tight spaces.
Drill Setup:
1. Create a 20X20 grid. The size can vary depending on age and skill level of your team.
2. You will need 8 players per grid split equally into teams of 4 players.
3. 2 players from each team should align themselves diagonally across the field from each
other at two of the corners (outside the grid).
4. The remaining players play 2v2 inside the grid.
Drill Instructions:
1. Players play 2v2 in the middle of the grid and attempt to play one of their outlet players
on their team.
2. Once a pass is made to the outside player the players switch, so the outside players
dribbles or passes in to their teammate and plays 2v2. The player passing to the outside
player takes his spot and becomes the target player at his cone.
3. The new attacker plays 2v2 in attempt to combine with their teammate at the other
corner. If corner is denied by the defending players, the team should play to their most
open diagonal player in attempt to keep possession of the ball.
4. If the defensive team wins the ball they become the attackers and attempt to keep
possession as described above.
Drill Coaching Points:




Players should play with speed and constantly moving to open up and give options to the
player with the ball.
Make sure supporting players give the ball handler good supporting angles and is getting
into undefended space in order to receive the pass.
Passes should be made to keep possession and players should keep scanning the field in
attempt to find the most space and least
amount of pressure.

Drill Variations:



Expand the grid and play 3v3 in the
middle of the grid.
Limit the number of touches.
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SHOOTING:
Drill Objective:
This drill is one that the kids love. The players will get to work on both attacking (shooting) and
defending skills and if ran correctly, very fast paced.
Drill Setup:
Create a grid that is as wide as the penalty box, and approximately 25-30 yards from goal. Place
a goalkeeper in the goal and split the remaining players into two groups (Red and Yellow). The
two groups will line up on opposite sides of the file on the cone set farthest from the goal. Make
sure that every player has a ball.
Drill Instructions:
On the coach’s command, the first player in the Red group dribbles the ball with speed at the
edge of the penalty box and quickly has a shot as they approach. Immediately after the Red
player shoots, the first player from the yellow group dribbles at the penalty box as the Red
player defends his attempt. After the Yellow player shoots, they immediately defend the next
red player who is now attacking. Repeat this rotation throughout the drill.
Drill Coaching Points:
Attacking:




Make sure the attack is quick, controlled and the player gets the shot off quickly
Put the shot on target even when under pressure.
Dribble with speed.

Defending:


Transition Quickly from Offense to
Defense
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Drill Objective:
This shooting and finishing soccer drill focuses on being comfortable striking long shots as well
as close range shots/volleys/headers.
Drill Setup:
With a keeper in the goal, have the remaining players line up behind a cone set up 25 yards from
goal.
Drill Instructions:
Players are played a ball from the coach on the ground to the first player in line, so the shot
takes place around the edge of the penalty box. The coach then follows up with a tossed ball that
must be volleyed or headed in the goal. If a player makes both shots, they choose another player
to be challenged. The challenged player must make both goals, otherwise, they are out. If the
challenged player does make both shots, the original shooter is out.
Drill Coaching Points:
o
o
o

Good Striking Body Posture
stay under control on flighted balls (composure)
Have players land on kicking foot when striking first ball

Drill Variations:
o

Instead of letting the younger players choose, make them challenge the next player in
line.
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Drill Objective:
This soccer drill is great for working on attacking in the final third of the field, quick
combination play near the goal, and shooting around the 18 yard line.
Drill Setup:
Divide the group up into 2 teams 1 red and the other yellow. Set up a 3v3 inside the 18 with a
keeper in the goal. The remaining players play outside the 18 alternating colors.
Drill Instructions:
Players play a 3v3 inside the 18 and are encouraged to take any half chance at goal since they
are in scoring range. The team in possession must play the ball through an outside player before
that team is active to go to goal. Players must switch with the teammate outside the 18 when the
player is played through those players. For example, if the yellow team has possession, they
must play the ball through an outside player prior to shooting on goal. Once the yellow player
plays to the yellow player outside the 18, those two players switch roles, and yellow is now free
to attack the goal. If red wins possession, the ball must be played through a red player on the
outside who also switch roles and attack the goal. The game must be very dynamic and players
should be changing roles constantly. Encourage players to take shots and use players for quick
combinations.
Drill Coaching Points:
o
o

Encourage players to take shots on half chances
Players should connect with each other for quick 1-2's and get the shot off
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CROSSING/FINISHING:
Drill Objective:
This soccer drill is a great training tool to perfect crossing and finishing in soccer.
Drill Setup:
Using a full size training goal, place a goalkeeper in the goal.
Assign your midfielders, flanks and outside backs as servers on the right and left side of the
penalty area. With the remaining players create 3 additional lines in the middle of the field for
the finishers who crash the box once the serve is prepped and ready to be served.
Drill Instructions:
On the coach’s command, the right flank player dribbles to the end line and sends in a cross
between 6 and 12 yards from goal. The players in the 3 finishing lines make curved runs and
attack the near post, middle, and far post and attempt to finish on goal as quickly as possible. If
a shot is not taken quick enough or the ball is received with their back facing the goal, a ball
should be played to the center line for a first time shot on goal.
Drill Coaching Points:





Make sure the server dribbles to the end line with speed, preps the ball towards the
middle of the field to alert the attackers of the cross coming, and get hips turned towards
goal before serving.
Make sure the attacking finishers make curved runs to their spots and that their runs are
timed to get to the 6-12 yard area as the ball is arriving.
Quick finish with one touch volley, or quick turn/shot.

Drill Variations:


Add defensive players as passive
defenders. Add pressure as the players get
comfortable with the passive defenders.
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Drill Objective:
This crossing and finishing drill is great for focusing on crossing under pressure and finishing
under pressure. It is also a great drill to improve the players fitness level.
Drill Setup:




This drill will require the attacking third of the field with a full size goal and a
goalkeeper.
There should be a large supply of balls at the cone of player.
Split the team up evenly among each of the four cones positioned near midfield as seen in
the diagram.

Drill Instructions:
1. Player 1 plays a firm ball into the corner of the field for player 3 to run onto.
2. As player 3 leaves his cone, player 4 also leaves his cone to put pressure on player 3, in
attempt to deny the cross.
3. Player 2 also leaves to defend player 1 on the cross.
4. Player 3 crosses the ball into player 1 who attempts to finish on goal.
5. Rotate players so that they play both offense and defense on all of the spots.
Drill Coaching Points:
Attackers:
Firm ball to get the ball deep towards the end line.
Quick prep touch and cross from the wingers.
Good timing on the runs and anticipate the cross.
Defenders:
Sprint to close down the crosser quickly while getting the inside position.
Track runners and get inside position.
Clear balls up and outside.
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Drill Objective:
This attacking soccer drill is a great drill to focus on finishing. Since the attackers have the
numerical advantage, they should learn how to exploit their advantage and finish with a shot on
goal.
Drill Setup:
Set up a 30 X 30 grid with one side playing to goal. Coach assigns 3 defenders who wear an
alternate jersey. The attackers begin with the ball. A keeper should be defending the goal
Drill Instructions:
Instruct the players to exploit their numerical advantage and finish with a shot on goal.
Attackers should move the ball looking for the open player and holes in the defense.
Defenders should attempt to break-down the attack and will gain experience in how to cover a
one-down situation. Defensive players should complete a pass to the coach to end the attack.
The coach should then give the ball back to the attackers to build the attack again.
Drill Coaching Points:
Offensive:
o
o
o

Quickly switch the point of attack to off-balance the defense.
Play quick both physically (1 and 2 touch) and mentally (think ahead).
Make sure the players are attacking at the appropriate times

Defensive:
o
o

Contain the play and keep the ball in front of the defense.
Early pressure and do not allow space behind the defenders.

Drill Variations:
o

o

Increase the number of attackers (or
decrease the number of defenders) if
scoring chances are infrequent.
Increase the number of defenders (or
decrease the number of attackers) if
scoring chances are too frequent.
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Drill Objective:
This is one of my favorite soccer finishing drills as it works on every aspect of finishing inside
the 18 yard box. Important soccer finishing skills such as chipping, crossing, finishing and
composure in the 18.
Drill Setup:
This is a 4 v 4 game inside the 18 yard box with a keeper in the big goal and 4 small goals (or
Pugg Goals) set up on the sides of the 18 (each corner).
Drill Instructions:
The X''s are trying to score in goal 1 or goal 3 and the O''s are trying to score in goal 2 or goal 4.
A goal scored in the small goals counts as 1 point. Both the X''s and the O''s can score in the big
goal (protected by the keeper) with a volley. Scoring in that goal counts as 2 points. This game
does an excellent job or working on spacing and runs (an X might start by goal 3, draw a
defender to her and then make a far post run to receive a cross from a teammate by goal 1) as
well as finishing, communication and vision. When the keeper makes a save he or she plays the
ball toward the top of the 18 in the middle to create a 50/50 ball.
Drill Coaching Points:
o
o
o

Creating finishing opportunities
Switching the point of attack
Vision of surrounding players (both offensively and defensively)

Drill Variations:
o
o
o

You can limit their touches to 1 or 2 touch.
You may add perimeter players at the top of the box to keep the pace of the game up.
Have perimeter players serve first time for an opportunity on the big goal.
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DEFENDING:
Drill Objective:
This is a great drill to teach fullbacks to overlap midfielders and getting the defenders into the
attack. This is a great starting point to teaching defensive overlaps.
Drill Setup:
This is a great drill to teach fullbacks to overlap midfielders and getting the defenders into the
attack. This is a great starting point to teaching defensive overlaps.
Drill Instructions:
The ball will start with the right fullback player (1) who passes to the ball to the right midfielder
player (2). The right fullback (1) makes a overlapping run around the outside midfielder player.
The right outside midfielder player (2) passes to the checking forward player (4). The forward
player (4) drops the ball off to the center midfield player (3) who plays a ball towards the right
corner flag onto the run of the right defensive player (1). The right defensive player should prep
the ball and cross the ball into the two forwards (4) & (5) who have advanced towards the face
of the goal.
Drill Coaching Points:




Quickly get into attacking half of field.
Good timing of runs.
Precise passes and 1 and 2 touch passing.

Drill Variations:



Add players to run the same pattern on the left side of the field.
Add passive defensive players to simulate pressure on the attackers.
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Drill Objective:
The purpose of this drill is to isolate the defender to focus on the first defender and defending the
dribble. This drills focus can be modified to focus on the first attacker taking on the defender.
Drill Setup:
1. Create a 10X10 grid with a cone placed 10 yards from the grid from each side.
2. Split the team evenly into 2 groups with alternate jerseys (red/yellow).
3. Line up each team on two of the cones on opposite sides of the grid facing the middle
square.
4. Place one defender inside the middle grid. In our soccer drill diagram, the red player
starts as defender, and the yellow team is the attacking team.
Drill Instructions:
1. The attacking team dribbles at the defender and attempts to dribble through the other side
of the grid by beating the middle defender.
2. If the player successfully makes it through the grid and out the other side by dribbling, he
then plays to the first player in the line he is facing.
3. This next player again takes on the defender in the middle.
4. If the defender wins the ball, or the ball is knocked out the sides of the grid, the player
losing the ball becomes the defender.
5. The player who won the ball or forces the player out of bounds passes the ball to a
teammate in line who now attacks the new defender in the middle in attempt to get
through to the other side and pass to the next player in line.
6. The pace of this drill must be very fast and encourage players to take advantage of an off
balanced defender.
7. The defender will have to transition quickly in order to get out of the middle.
Drill Coaching Points:
When defending 1v1’s in soccer it is very important to focus on the following key elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Staggered stance with toes at a 45 degree angle.
Bent knees with weight on the balls of the feet.
Chest leaning over the toes.
Low center of gravity for greater explosion/quick change of
direction (upright takes longer to start).
5. Ability to shuffle quickly.
6. Pay attention to the distance of pressure (depends on speed
of attacker vs. the speed of the defender) usually 1-3 yards
Remember that the player closest to the attacker should be the player pressuring the ball.
Players should sprint to close down space as quickly as they can, then when they get 5 yards
from the attacker they should slow down and take steps backwards to match the pace of the
attacker. During this time, the defender should slowly close down the space between the
attacker and defender. Often proper pressure will cause the attacker to lose the ball.
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Drill Objective:
The purpose of this drill is to isolate the defender to focus on the first defender and defending the
dribble while working with a teammate. This teaches young soccer players to work together with
your teammate to shut down the attacker.
Drill Setup:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create a grid that is 50 yards wide by 40 yards deep.
Place a goal about 10 yards from the sideline on two of the diagonal corners.
Place a goalkeeper in each of the goals.
15 yards from each goal create a 10 X 10 grid and set a cone on the opposite end lines as
a starting point for the players. See diagram for field layout.
5. Split the team into groups of 2 each partner group having the same jersey color.
6. One of the teammates starts in line 1 where the other player starts in line 2 in the same
order so they go at the same time.
7. Begin with one set of partners as the defenders each in one of the two 10X10 grids in
front of the goal.
Drill Instructions:
1. The attackers (partners) from line 1 and line 2 go at the same time on the coaches
command.
2. The attackers attempt to dribble through the grid directly in front of them and shoot on
goal.
3. If the attacking player successfully makes it through the grid and out the other side by
dribbling, the attacker attempts to score a goal.
4. The defenders attempt to deny they player from dribbling through the grid.
5. If and only if both of the defender wins the ball, or the ball is knocked out the sides of the
grid, do the attacking team become the defenders.
6. If only one defender wins the ball and the other team makes it through the grid the
defenders stay and continue defend the grid with the next group of partners.
7. The pace of this drill must be very fast and encourage players to take advantage of an off
balanced defender.
8. The defender will have to transition quickly in order to get out of the middle.
Drill Coaching Points:
Communication between each of the defenders will become more important and working
together as teammates independently will be the focus.
When defending 1v1’s in soccer it is very important to focus on the following key elements:
1. Staggered stance with toes at a 45 degree angle.
2. Bent knees with weight on the balls of the feet.
3. Chest leaning over the toes.
4. Low center of gravity for greater explosion/quick change
of direction (upright takes longer to start).
5. Ability to shuffle quickly.
6. Pay attention to the distance of pressure.
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ATTACKING:
Drill Objective:
This 2v2 soccer drill is a great game to work on quick attacking and defending skills. It is a very
fast paced and dynamic soccer game that the kids will love.
Drill Setup:
1. Create a grid approximately 25X40 yards. This is a large field for 2v2, but this is
intentional as it will create more breakaway situations and will encourage players to
attack the space while going to goal.
2. Place a small goal or Pugg goal on each end line.
3. Split the team into 2 equal groups, one with an alternate jersey color.
4. Assign each player a partner on his team. These players will continue to be teammates
throughout the entire soccer drill.
5. Assign each team a goal to defend.
6. 2 players from each team step out to play 2v2. The remaining players should line up
across their defensive end line with a large supply of balls.
Drill Instructions:
1. Play 2v2 inside the grid to the small goals.
2. If a team gets scored on they step off and two new team members step on with the ball.
They look to get a quick attack on the team that just scored.
3. As a team scores they must quickly transition to stop the quick attack.
4. The scoring team stays on the field and plays 2v2 until they get scored on.
5. If the ball goes out of bounds, the ball restarts from a teammate on their end line. Players
only switch after their group gets scored on.
6. First team to 20 wins.
Drill Coaching Points:





Quick transition after scoring a goal.
Quick attack trying to off balance the defense.
Pick the right time when to beat a defender on the dribble and when to pass around
defenders.
PLAY WITH SPEED. Make sure the game is
quick, fast paced and a lot of goals are being
scored.

Drill Variations:


Modify the size of the grid and play 3v3 or 4v4
depending on the number of players you have.
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Drill Objective:
This attacking soccer drill focus on the attacking movement and composure in front of the goal.
Players will become comfortable in front of the goal and will be able to recognize situational
play.
Drill Setup:
Designate 2-3 defenders in red to rotate 1 at a time every 2-3 attacks. Have the keeper be in goal
with the remaining players form 3 lines (left, center, right) approximately 20-25 yards from the
goal. The ball should start with the center player.
Drill Instructions:
The center player starts with the ball and 1 player from each group attacks the defender (playing
3v1). The attackers should string together quick accurate passes to off balance the defender and
keeper and attempt to score. Defenders should rotate after 2-3 attacks.
Drill Coaching Points:
o
o
o
o
o

Make sure passes are quick and to feet
Find back-side player to off balance the defenders
Be patient and if the attackers get in trouble, they should knock it back to the center
player to swing the play in the other direction
Play QUICK. If the play is too slow, the ball is considered dead and the next group
begins.
Outside attackers should attempt to draw the defender and keeper into them, and slide the
ball backside to the open player.

Drill Variations:
o
o

Limit touches to 1 or 2 touch
Add a 2nd defender
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Drill Objective:
This attacking soccer drill is a great drill to focus on finishing. Since the attackers have the
numerical advantage, they should learn how to exploit their advantage and finish with a shot on
goal.
Drill Setup:
Set up a 30 X 30 grid with one side playing to goal. Coach assigns 3 defenders who wear an
alternate jersey. The attackers begin with the ball. A keeper should be defending the goal
Drill Instructions:
Instruct the players to exploit their numerical advantage and finish with a shot on goal.
Attackers should move the ball looking for the open player and holes in the defense.
Defenders should attempt to break-down the attack and will gain experience in how to cover a
one-down situation. Defensive players should complete a pass to the coach to end the attack.
The coach should then give the ball back to the attackers to build the attack again.
Drill Coaching Points:
Offensive:
o
o
o

Quickly switch the point of attack to off-balance the defense.
Play quick both physically (1 and 2 touch) and mentally (think ahead).
Make sure the players are attacking at the appropriate times

Defensive:
o
o

Contain the play and keep the ball in front of the defense.
Early pressure and do not allow space behind the defenders.

Drill Variations:
o

o

Increase the number of attackers (or
decrease the number of defenders) if
scoring chances are infrequent.
Increase the number of defenders (or
decrease the number of attackers) if
scoring chances are too frequent
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Drill Objective:
This attacking soccer drill focuses on building an attack from the midfield and focuses on the
midfield players getting forward into the attacking third.
Drill Setup:
Divide the field into 3rds using cones. In the defensive third have a keeper in the goal and 2
defensive players who play against 2 attacking players. In the middle third have 4 attacking
midfield players and 3 defensive midfield players. Have the defensive players wear an alternate
jersey. The play begins with the coach on the side line.
Drill Instructions:
The coach starts the play by serving a ball into the attacking midfielders. When the attacking
mid players gain possession, the attackers should penetrate and attack immediately. The mid
field player that passes to an attacker in the attacking third should step in and play 3v2 (in the
attacking third). If the defensive players win the ball, they should play keep-away from the
attacking team.
Drill Coaching Points:
o
o
o
o

Proper spacing and angles to receive passes (support).
Good movement from attackers checking into the midfield players.
Make sure the midfield players are getting into the attack and playing off the attackers
and getting forward (attack).
Quickly swing the ball through the midfield to take advantage of number up situations.

Drill Variations
o
o
o

Instead of making the person passing into the attacking 3rd step into the attack, make the
furthest player from the ball step in and attack.
Increase or decrease the number of players.
Change the numbers to focus on offensive attack or defensive shape.
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SMALL SIDED GAMES:
Drill Objective:
This small sided shooting and finishing game is a great shooting drill that focuses on shooting
and finishing.
Drill Setup:
Create a small field approximately the size of the penalty area (18X44 yards) and mark the center
point of the field with cones. Taper each of the sidelines towards the goals on each end of the
penalty area. The field should be tapered to avoid bad shooting angles. Organize players in a 4v2
(4 defenders and 2 attackers) in each half of the field. Players are restricted to the side of the grid
they were originally placed. Spare soccer balls should be placed near each of the goals for quick
retrieval and quick restarts.
Drill Instructions:
The defenders have to shoot from their own half of the field and the forwards should follow any
shots from the defenders and finish any rebounds. If the ball is shot and the goalkeeper recovers
the ball, they should quickly distribute the ball to their defensive players and the play should
continue. If the ball is shot over the goal, a new ball should be retrieved from behind the goal and
play should resume quickly. Players should be encouraged to take half chances and limit the
number of touches before shooting. Forwards should follow any shot for rebounds.
Drill Coaching Points:




Players should be instructed to take shots.
Forwards need to be reminded to follow any rebound and get in the keeper’s face.
The number of touches should be limited to take quick shots.

Drill Variations:
Place a restriction on the number of touches. Allow defenders to have 3-touch and forward's only
1-touch. This will encourage quick shots and more opportunities.
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Drill Objective:
The soccer end zone game is a great soccer drill that will help coaches focus on all aspects of
attacking and defending in soccer. With incorporating end zones into the game it gives players a
chance to learn to attack space behind the defense and allows defenders to learn how to deny
space behind them.
Drill Setup:
Create a 50X30 yard grid with 5 yard end zones on each end of the field. Split the team into 2
evenly matched teams
Drill Instructions:
A team scores a goal by getting the ball from one end zone (by passing or dribbling into the
zone) and immediately attacking the end zone and gaining possession in the end zone on the
opposite end. If the other team wins the ball before they are able to successfully gain possession
in both end zones no point should be awarded.
Drill Coaching Points:




Focus on basic passing, moving, support.
Focus on basic defending and attacking skills.
Focus on quick counter attacks.

Drill Variations


Limit the number of touches.
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Drill Objective:
This is a great exercise that focuses on control and trapping. It’s a great trapping drill that helps
focus on when and where to receive the ball.
Drill Setup:
Create a grid that is approximately 40X60 yards with goals on each end. Split the teams into 6v6
and place a goalkeeper in each goal.
Drill Instructions:
This is not your normal 6v6 game as this game is played with your hands. The play should
follow this order: 1) player throws to a teammate 2) the teammate (receiving player) must
control the ball to the ground 3) the receiving player then picks up his trapped ball and throws to
a teammate. Players are not able to run while holding the ball. The opposition should attempt to
intercept the ball by controlling the ball out of the air, or picking up a poorly trapped ball from
the other team.
A goal can be stored at anytime from anywhere within the grid as long as the shot is taken from
controlling the ball to the ground.
Drill Coaching Points:



Focus on how and where to trap the ball
Make sure supporting players move off the ball to create space and avoid pressure.

Drill Variations:


Change up the play by allowing players to 1) throw to a teammate; 2) teammate controls
the ball to the ground; 3) then he passes the ball to the teammate; 4) the teammate
receiving the pass picks the ball up and throws to another teammate.
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Drill Objective:
This soccer drill is a great way to focus on attacking and defending and is great for teaching the
basic principles of soccer. The game can be modified to teach many aspects of the game.
Drill Setup:
create a 35X45 yard field with two goals in either end with two goalkeeper in each goal. Split up
the team into 3 teams of 4 players and give each team a color (Blue, Red, & Yellow).
Drill Instructions:
To start, have the Yellow team attack against Blue team and the Red players start with two
players at each of the two goals acting as neutral supporting players to both colors playing. If the
Yellow team scores on the Blue team, the Yellow team has to quickly retrieve the ball from the
goal and attack the goal on the opposite end-line. The Blue team steps off to become the
supporting players along the outside while the Red team steps on the field to play against the
Yellow team. Continue to rotate off the team getting scored on with the supporting team. The
first team to 5 goals wins.
Drill Coaching Points:





Focus on basic Defending Principals.
Focus on basic Attacking principals.
Encourage players to play through the supporting players to make play easier.
Make sure supporting players are moving to good space/angles to properly support the
play.

Drill Variations:



Make supporting players play in 1 touch.
Make the attackers have to play through the supporting players before they can score a
goal
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Drill Objective:
This drill is a very fast paced 2v2 game that focuses on aspects of the small sided game such as
dribbling, passing, and scoring.
Drill Setup:
Setup a 25 x 15 yard grid with a small goal at each end, play 2v2. You can adjust the size of the
field based on the skill level of the players.
Drill Instructions:
The coach stands on the touchline with a supply of ball and a small line of players on each side.
The coach plays a ball in and the first person from each line plays 2v2. If a player scores they
stay on and the other person leaves. A ball is immediately played back into the game. If the ball
goes out of bounds both players are “outta there.” This should be a very fast paced game.
Drill Coaching Points:
o

Promote good small group passing, early support, good skills to beat defenders and
taking shots.

Drill Variations:
o
o
o
o

You can start with a 1v1 before progressing to the 2v2.
Progress to a 3v3
Limit touches to encourage passing.
Enforce limitations such as beating a player before passing to encourage players taking
on defenders.
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GOALKEEPING:
Drill Objective:
This goalkeeper drill is designed to help goalkeepers get up quickly from the ground and get set
for a shot.
Drill Setup:
Goalkeeper sits in the center of the goal about 3-5 yards from the goal line. The coach/server
should stand about 8-10 yards from the keeper with a supply of balls.
Drill Instructions:
On the coach’s command, the keeper should quickly stand, set their feet, get into ready position,
and catch the ball that is tossed towards the goal by the coach. The keeper immediately returns
the ball to the coach and returns to the seated position. Repeat this for 1 to 1 1/2 minutes.
Drill Coaching Points:




Make sure the goalkeeper gets off the ground quickly.
Make sure keeper is aware of their position and location in front of the goal.
Keeper should get set and ready themselves for the shot quickly.
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Drill Objective:
This goalkeeper soccer drill focuses on the goalkeeper’s side shuffle (side-to-side) movement as
well as quickly getting up from the ground recovering from a dive.
Drill Setup:
Start with the goalkeeper shuffling side to side from post to post in the goal along the goal line.
Drill Instructions:
On the coaches command, the keeper should drop to the ground in a push-up position and
quickly jump back to set position. The coach should toss a ball to the goalkeeper who should
catch the ball and repeat. Continue for approximately 1 minute and rest.
Drill Coaching Points:




Keeper should shuffle quickly without crossing feet
Keeper should get up quickly, get feet set and get ready for shot
Keeper should stay on toes leaning forward slightly when set in order to quickly react to
throw.

Drill Variations:


Instead of tossing the ball, serve the ball into the goalkeeper.
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Drill Objective:
This goalkeeper drill is designed to focus on proper footwork, stance, and movement along the
goalkeeper arc.
Drill Setup:
Scatter 10 to 12 soccer balls within the penalty area with the keeper in goal.
Drill Instructions:
The coach or server should move quickly from ball to ball and shoot the ball on target. Instruct
the goalkeeper to shuffle along the goalkeeper's arc, which is an imaginary arc 2-6 yards from
the goal, and stay positioned between the ball and the goal along the arc. After saving the shot,
the keeper should reset and prepare for the next shot.
Drill Coaching Points:






The goalkeeper should keep their body positioned between the ball and the goal
Keeper should never get caught on the goalline - they should stay 2-6 yards from goal at
all times
Keeper should shuffle along the arc while not crossing their feet
Goalkeeper should move quickly
Keeper should have good hands when catching the shot.

Drill Variations:


Alternate between 2 servers alternating between each shot. This will challenge the keeper
to move quickly from side to side along the arc in order to cut off the shooting angle.
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Drill Objective:
This soccer drill is a great goal keeper drill. It will give your keeper a great workout while
working on passing and shooting with accuracy.
Drill Setup:
Set up 10 players in a circle around the center circle or outline a center circle with cones. Have
the keeper stay inside the circle and give one of the attackers around the circle a ball.
Drill Instructions:
Players around the circle must keep the ball moving with one-touch passes. At any time a player
can shoot at the goalkeeper. The goalkeeper must constantly anticipate a shot and react quickly.
After fielding a shot, the goalkeeper returns the ball to one of the players around the center
circle.
Drill Coaching Points:
o

Focus your attention on the keeper and their work ethic. Their feet must be constantly
moving them in position to stop every possible shot. The keeper must react quickly to
EVERY ball that is playable by the keeper.

Drill Variations:
o

While warming up the keeper, instruct the players to pass balls in rather than taking
shots.
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FITNESS:
Drill Objective:
This is a soccer fitness drill that focuses on improving reaction time and acceleration.
Drill Setup:





Create a grid that is 30 X 30 yards.
Place a cone directly in the middle of the grid.
Split the teams up evenly on the 4 corners.
No balls are required at the beginning, but will be used later in this drill.

Drill Instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Players 1 and 2 are the lead players where player 3 and 4 are the followers.
Instruct players to return to their same line after each turn.
Players 1 and 4 jog towards the middle cone.
Player 1 makes a fake (or two) and sprints to cone 2 or 3. The goal is for the lead player
(player 1) to make it to the cone before the following player (player 4).
5. If player 4 beats player 1 to the cone, player 1 does 10 pushups.
6. Now player 1 and 3 go and 2 is the leader and 3 is the follower.
Drill Coaching Points:



Leader fakes and quickly sprints to the cone
Follower reacts quickly and accelerates to beat the leader

Drill Variations:



Switch so that all players have a chance to lead and follow.
Add balls and make players dribble, make a fake and beat the follower to the cone.
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Drill Objective:
This soccer drill focuses on passing, agility and fitness.
Drill Setup:
Set up a field that is 20X20 yards. Four players should be in each of the corners with the
remaining two players in the middle of the grid. One of the two players are working while the
other person rests with their hands on their knees. Two balls are used and the ball starts in
opposite corners.
Drill Instructions:
Player 1 passes the ball towards the player resting, the working player jumps over the player
resting and receives the ball and knocks it to the player to his right. As soon as the working
players plays the ball back, the player on the other side of the grid plays a ball towards the
resting player and the working player jumps him again, receives the ball and passes to the player
on his right. The play continues in this manner. Each player should work for 60 seconds. Rotate
all players.
Drill Coaching Points:
o
o

Good first touch
Good work rate along with accurate passes

Drill Variations:
o
o
o

Play 1 or 2 touch
Use inside and outside of foot
Move close and serve with their hands for volleys
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Drill Objective:
This soccer drill focuses on putting players in 2v2 situations while attacking the goal. The
dynamics of the games works on transitioning and fitness and demands on the players can be
intense at times.
Drill Setup:
Start the soccer drill by splitting the group into two teams with a keeper in goal. Place two cones
approximately 20-25 yards from goal about 30 yards apart. Instruct one team to line up behind
one cone and the other team line up behind the other team (don't worry about lines because the
players will be involved very quickly). Create a 5 X 5 yard box about 10-15 yards past the two
cones, and place all the balls in this box.
Drill Instructions:
Have 2 players from each team enter the playing area. Each team will play 2v2 to goal as
normal. However, the dynamics of the game begin when you introduce the two rules.
RULE 1: If a players shoots and the keeper saves it, or the shot misses the goal, the shooter must
quickly run get their missed shot and dribble it back to the 5X5 box. That player will then goes
to the end of their team’s line and await their turn again. Once the shooting player dribbles back
into the 5X5 box, his team can send in another man to even up the match at 2v2. In the mean
time, the other team will sprint to the 5X5 box attempting to catch the team who just missed a
shot in a man down situation.
RULE 2: If a team scores a goal, they are awarded with a point, the opposing player closest to
the ball will be out and must dig the ball out of the goal, and return the ball to the 5X5 box. In
the mean time, the attacking team is sprinting to the 5X5 box attempting to tack advantage of a
man down situation.
First team to 10 wins.
Drill Coaching Points:
o
o

Build 2v2 quick.
Quick transition between defense and offense

Drill Variations:
o
o
o

Limit players touches.
Keep track of Off Sides.
Play with 3v3 or 4v4.

For more drills, visit www.soccerxpert.com.
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FORMATIONS:
# of Players
4v4
5v5
6v6
7v7
8v8
9v9
11 V 11

Recommended
1-2-1 NO GK
1-2-1
2-1-2
2-3-1
3-3-1
3-2-3
4-3-3, 4-4-2

Optional
2-2, 3-1 NO GK
2-2
2-2-1
3-2-1
2-3-2
3-3-2
3-4-3
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